At the McNulty Leadership Program, we see leadership as the act of making a positive difference in the world. We seek to develop leaders who exemplify leadership at its best: when the vision is strategic, the voice persuasive, the results tangible, and the impact global. We develop as leaders and teammates by testing our knowledge, skills, and abilities through new experiences.

Our programs provide many different roles and contexts in which students can learn. Whether it is through community-wide programs like the Authors@Wharton Speaker Series and the Coaching and Feedback Program to open enrollment programs like Ventures and P3 to our many fellowship and student groups, we work to give you opportunities to:

1. **Take Action**
   - By putting leadership lessons you learned in and out of the classroom into deliberate practice, you can increase your resilience, adaptability, and capacity to lead in an authentic way.

2. **Reflect**
   - By coaching, mentoring, and gathering feedback from others, you can develop self-awareness, realize your salient character strengths, and identify personal opportunities for personal growth and development.

3. **Experiment**
   - By accepting stretch experiences, you can test and practice a range of leadership styles from directive to empowering to transformational.

4. **Apply**
   - By putting leadership lessons you learned in and out of the classroom into deliberate practice, you can build skills, especially your ability to:
     - Think creatively and critically
     - Use emotional intelligence
     - Communicate well with others
     - Give and receive feedback
     - Exercise influence
     - Motivate oneself and others
     - Work well in a team
     - Contribute to synergistic group decision-making
     - Cultivate organizational awareness, especially in understanding of organizational culture

Community-Wide Programs

**Authors@Wharton**
- World-renowned trade authors share their books

**Learning Team Experience**
- An integral part of the pre-term experience where the process of team formation begins

**Leadership Lectures**
- Provide a forum for the most senior executives to address pertinent leadership issues and share their insights

Open Enrollment Programs

**Coaching and Feedback Program**
- Personalized one-on-one coaching

**P3: Purpose, Passion and Principles**
- A structured way for students to gain a deeper understanding of their own definitions of success and happiness and how these relate to their professional and personal goals

**Ventures**
- **Expeditions** range from 6-14 day trips that span the globe. **Intensives** range from 1-2 days and are within driving distance, and **Workshops** range from 1-3 days and are targeted towards specific leadership development competencies

Fellowships & Student Groups

**Authors@Wharton Committee**
- Assists in author selection, marketing, and programming of the series

**Guide**
- Pairs undergraduate juniors and seniors with MBA mentors

**William P. Lauder Leadership Fellows**
- Serve as coaches and mentors for individual students and Learning Teams

**Lipman Family Prize Fellows**
- Support the selection of the prize honorees and develop their leadership skills while learning about the social sector

**Nonprofit Board Fellows**
- Serve as Visiting Board Members of nonprofit organizations in Philadelphia

**Venture Fellows**
- Help organize and execute immersive expeditions and intensives in order to develop the leadership capacity of participants

**P3 Facilitators**
- Seasoned veterans of the program facilitate group conversations of the eight week curriculum

**For more details, visit**
leadership.wharton.upenn.edu

**1700 SEATS ANNUALLY**

**125+ fellows**

**60+ participants annually**

**4 fellowships**

**3 student groups**

**60+ participants annually**

**4 fellowships**

**3 student groups**

**60+ participants annually**